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Senior Student is Caught Red

Handed--I Mean Red Cupped

THE RED SCARE ISSUE

EVEN MORE INSIDE...

Super Bowl Happens

Red Cups Mysteriously Turn

Water into Wine

Eli Now in a Commercial

Without Peyton

Patriots Want Rematch, But

This Time They Can Cheat

City of Deerfield Short on

Community Service Volunteers

RED SCARE!
Deans’ Relentless Browsing of Facebook Uncovers Murder,

Affair, and Student’s Terrible Taste In Music

By Flagstaff Roberts

DEERFIELD, IL--In what has been

a real tizzy for the Deerfield High

School community, the Deans have

successfully uncovered several

longstanding mysteries in this small

suburban town.

After working on the

trivial case of teen drinking, the

deans discovered many more press-

ing issues for the community. First,

they set their eyes on the unre-

solved murder mystery of Groucho

van Delliose. 

The deans began brows-

ing Facebook tirelessly, searching

for clues in the

entire Deerfield

network. "We

were deter-

mined," said one

dean. "We could

not let this case

slip by our fin-

gertips."

They proceeded to

uncover all of the slightest details

that they could, such as Delliose’s

favorite books and movies--these

were all crucial to the overall case.

Luckily, they made a breakthrough

as they spotted a clear picture of a

man with a gun shooting Delliose,

and he was promptly identified and

arrested.

"Facebook really gave

us all of the information for this

project," said one of the

members involved. "I know

they guarantee privacy and

everything, but that is really

just a bunch of PR jazz."

However, on their way,

the deans picked up some

other extraneous, but helpful

information. They discovered

the unknown affair between

Carl Izzo and Kate Friedland. Kate

had been dating her boyfriend Joe

Heliban for around a month now,

and they were "in a relationship on

Facebook."

The deans were pleasantly surprised

on their finding: "The relationship

status said one thing, but that pic-

ture definitely said another. There

was no mistaking that smooching

for anything else but a bona fide

affair."

The administration proceeded to

call in the three involved to set up

mediation and counseling. All the

problems were then speedily

straightened out. The Kate-Joe cou-

ple is now back together and ecstat-

ic: "How could I thank them any

more?" said Kate. "The deans saved

my relationship."

But this was not all. The

deans have been busy saving this

school and the community one case

at a time. This one, seemingly

minor, is arguable the most horrific.

Just yesterday, the deans discovered

the Facebook profile of Bobby

Eckerman, a seemingly innocent

sophomore. But they looked again

at his favorite music; this innocuous

teen listed 98 Degrees, Christina

Aguilera, and Creed; along with

such terrifying bands as the Spice

Girls and the Dixie Chicks. This

student was prompt-

ly and hastily

punished and

dealt with.

“The relationship

status said one

thing, but that pic-

ture definitely said

another.”

Bobby Eckerman has really bad taste in

music AP PHOTO

What’s In Your Red Cup?

42% Fruit Punch

31% Empty

16% O’Douls Non-

Alcoholic Beer

5% Syrup

2% Pomegranate

Juice

1% Fiji Water

Election Polarizes Sexists and

Racists



DIRECTIONS: Unscramble these four

ordinary jumbles, and use the letters in

the circles to answer the final question.

ZIPER

SSUHH

GOBLIE

GESBAD

A:

the problem with the 

boat journey

NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

PICTURE THIS

SUDOKU JUMBLE

DIRECTIONS: This is a simple substitution code, each letter is replaced by a different letter. 

The first person to solve the cryptogram correctly will win a Flipside t-shirt!

(first means first to see Jeremy Keeshin to redeem shirt)

FACT

The number of senior students who were not

brought in to the deans on account of Red

Cup charges. But don’t worry, that is soon to

end, because here is a picture of them all

drinking fruit punch out of red cups at an English end of

the year party: http://hs.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=

30121348&op=9&o=all&view=all&subj=1141800361&i

d=1141800345

When Millard Fillmore became President, they didn't fill

the position of Vice President. He was the first President

to never have a Vice President. Several Presidents had

periods of time where they didn't have a Vice President,

but Fillmore was the first to never have a Vice President.

12

LIE
Every word in this sentence is spelled corectly, can you

belive that? 

WIN A FLIPSIDE T-SHIRT! HINT: E=L

last week: "BOTH THE MAN OF SCIENCE AND THE MAN OF ACTION LIVE ALWAYS AT THE EDGE OF MYSTERY, SURROUNDED BY IT." - J.

ROBERT OPPENHEIMER 

Level: is a palindrome

last week: GRIMY BURLY CHOSEN SHAKEN why the rifle child got angry HE WAS THE

SON OF A GUN

that means, that if there is any of the first letter, replace it

with the second letter, sorry about the mess-up last week

"VH VC ZSH HXY CHUSZBYCH SW HXY CQYGVYC HXLH CAUMVMYC, ZSU HXY JSCH 

VZHYEEVBYZH HXLH CAUMVMYC. VH VC HXY SZY HXLH VC HXY JSCH LFLQHLKEY HS GXLZBY." 

-GXLUEYC FLUTVZ 

LAST WEEK’S WINNER: Talia Shalen

“I just got a new high score of 1585 on Jetman!”
The deans, after Facebook picture browsing boredom led them to discover the wonderful applications. 

IT WAS A

REBUS PUZZLE: 

Can you guess the common word or phrase portrayed below?

Last week’s answers: POINT BLANK RANGE, TRAIL MIX, ON CLOUD NINE, LINE UP IN ALPHA-

BETICAL ORDER

1,3,5,7,9 vs U


